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Explains how to grow an organic garden, preserve the
food one grows, build alternate-energy devices by hand,
identify edible wild foods, conserve water, handcraft
household items and much more, in a book with 500 fullcolor illustrations. Original.
The Self-Sufficient Backyard is helping Americans
transforming from an honest homeowner into an
independent, self-sufficient person that has an extra
income and doesn't owe anybody a thing. You will not be
troubled with what happens to the world around you,
because everything you need is where is should be: on
your property!
Do you lie awake at night, wondering how to make your
family more self-sufficient in an uncertain world? Are you
wondering how to expand your homesteading efforts
while still maintaining the rest of your life? Maybe you?ve
considered homesteading, but you?re stuck in an
apartment, and don?t even know where to begin. The Do
It Yourself Homestead, will help you go from home to
homestead little by little. With four levels of
homesteadyness covered, there is truly something for
everyone.Are you a HOMESTARTER, the curious and
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your belt?Perhaps you?re a HOMESTEADAHOLIC,
eagerly pursing homesteading wherever you live?Are
you the sage HOMESTEADED type who fully identifies
with the homesteading lifestyle?With each level comes
its own education, challenges, goals and projects.
Challenges are issued to help you expand outside of
your comfort zone and build up your homesteading
community. The Do It Yourself Homestead will help you
gain the skills you need to grow your self-sufficiency
skills at your own level of experience and interest. Each
topic is given its own extensive chapter: The Homestead
Kitchen, The Homestead Garden, Greening the
Homestead, Livestock Wherever You Are, Homestead
Finances, Family Times, The Homestead Community
and The Prepared Homestead. From DIY projects to
shared personal advice, the voices of a myriad of real life
homesteaders, all on varying lot sizes, testify from these
pages that you can do it!The Do It Yourself Homestead
will help you:?Create homesteading systems that are selfsustaining even if you live in the city.?Reach out to likeminded people to form a supportive homesteading
network around you.?Grow your own, whatever that
means for you.?Find the livestock that?s right for you,
even if you have no land.?Feel years younger and
pounds lighter by letting go of clutter on your homestead,
emotional baggage, and outmoded thought
patterns.?Make your own food staples and use up what
you already have on hand in healthy ways?And so much
more!
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just a quarter acre—and earn
$10,000 in cash annuallywhile spending less than half
the time that an ordinary job wouldrequire. Even if you
have never been a farmer or a gardener, this book
covers everything you need to know to get started:
buying and savingseeds, starting seedlings, establishing
raised beds, soil fertilitypractices, composting, dealing
with pest and disease problems,crop rotation, farm
planning, and much more. Because self-suf?ciency is the
objective, subjects such as raising backyard chickensand
home canning are also covered along with numerous
methodsfor keeping costs down and production high.
Materials, tools, andtechniques are detailed with
photographs, tables, diagrams, andillustrations.
Backyard Homesteading addresses the needs of many
people who want to take control of the food they eat and
the products they use--even if they live in a urban or
suburban house on a typical-size lot. It shows
homeowners how to turn their yard into a productive and
wholesome "homestead" that allows them to grow their
own fruits and vegetables, and raise farm animals,
including chickens and goats. Backyard Homesteading
covers the laws and regulations of raising livestock in
populated areas and demonstrates to readers how to
use and preserve the bounty they produce.
As food prices continue to rise, more and more people
have discovered that they can create their own food
supply, right on their own property, and at a fraction of
the price of conventional farm food that's been shipped
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and more, people are
growing locally, sustainably, and at a fraction of the cost.
However, poor planning for needs, proper use of
available space, and a lack of preparedness for
preserving or selling the harvest can quickly lead to
wasted time and sweat. Backyard Farming on an Acre
(More or Less) is written by people who have planned
and run a successful small-scale backyard farm. The
authors guide readers through the essentials of planning
a small-scale farm from a 1/4 acre all the way up to an
acre and beyond. Readers will learn how to decide how
large (or small) their farm should be, what they should
plant or raise based on their invidual wants and needs
(and available space), and how they can prevent their
efforts from being wasted. Proven, sustainabile
techniques will be presented to readers so they can yield
the maximum benefit of their harvest through proven
best practices. Readers will also learn how to raise small
animals such as chickens and goats for milk, eggs, and
meat, and will learn the crticial practices for successfully
parenting bees, growing fruit tress, and much more.
You don't need acres of land to keep a cow healthy,
happy, and productive. You can raise one right in your
own backyard, producing more than enough milk for a
single family--up to six gallons per day! The Backyard
Cow covers everything you need to know, from selecting
the right breed to understanding your cow's behavior;
providing shelter, health care, and daily maintenance;
grooming; milking; and making cheese, yogurt, and other
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Without wood, we wouldn't have had the fire, heat, and
shelter that allowed us to expand into the colder regions
of the planet. If civilization somehow did develop, our
daily lives still would be vastly different: there would be
no violins, baseball bats, chopsticks, or wine corks. The
book you are now holding wouldn't exist. At the same
time, many of us are removed from the world where
wood is shaped and celebrated every day. That world is
inhabited by a unique assortment of eccentric craftsmen
and passionate enthusiasts who have created some of
the world's most beloved musical instruments, feared
weapons, dazzling architecture, sacred relics, and
bizarre forms of transportation. In A Splintered History of
Wood, Spike Carlsen has uncovered the most outlandish
characters and examples, from world-champion
chainsaw carvers to blind woodworkers, the Miraculous
Staircase to the Lindbergh kidnapping case, and many
more, in a passionate and personal exploration of
nature's greatest gift.
Get dirty with purpose and grow! "There has never been
a better time to transform our spaces into food gardens
than today." To achieve the idyllic life of backyard farms
and homegrown food, months of dirt, drudgery, and grit
is needed. Here’s a handy companion that will give any
future food grower just the right push to unleash the
farmer within. This book teaches you how to start your
own backyard farm in the tropics, following biodynamic,
permaculture and organic agriculture principles.
Live a more sustainable lifestyle Historically referred to
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the pursuit
of a self-sufficient
lifestyle. Homesteading can
include everything from keeping bees, growing
vegetables, and composting to installing solar panels,
creating a rain barrel, and canning your own food,—plus
much more. Backyard Homesteading All-in-One For
Dummies has a little bit of everything for the
homesteader in all of us. It walks you through the basics
of creating your own sustainable homestead and offers
expert tips and tricks for making it as easy and
successful as possible. Raise chickens Keep bees
Compost Can and preserve This book gives you
everything you need to embark on your own
homesteading adventure.
Your Backyard Farming Experience Begins Here! Join
the Backyard Farming Movement and Turn Your Home
into a Homestead! Backyard Farming: Homesteading is
your all-in-one guide to successfully turning your rural
property, suburban home, or urban dwelling into a
productive food oasis. Covering every topic from finding
and developing the perfect property, as well as which
produce and livestock combinations are easiest to start
with, Homesteading takes the anxiety and guesswork out
of enjoying the backyard farming revolution. Whether you
have 100 acres of open land or just a small backyard or
apartment terrace, Homesteading is the comprehensive
primer for anyone looking to grow their own food.
Including detailed instructions and informative
photographs that help ensure your backyard farm is
everything you want it to be, Homesteading walks you
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Homesteading,
will: • Learn
what to look for when
considering properties for backyard farming • Learn how
to develop the property you already own into a
homestead, regardless of size and space • Find out
which varieties of produce and livestock are easiest for a
beginner • Learn how to preserve your harvest •
Discover a variety of delicious recipes using produce
from your own farm ...and many more tips to help you
achieve success. More than ever, people everywhere
are making a return to the farming lifestyle:
Homestreading is your first big step to joining the
growing movement of these homemakers looking to a
healthier, happier way of life—and it starts right in your
own backyard. Backyard Farming is a series of easy-touse guides to help urban, suburban, and rural dwellers
turn their homes into homesteads. Whether planning to
grow food for the family or for sale at the local farmers
market, Backyard Farming provides simple instruction
and essential information in a convenient reference.
Discover how to master essential homesteading skills
and produce all the food you and your family need right
in your own backyard Have you ever considered growing
plants and raising your own animals for self-sustenance
and profit, but are put off by the time commitment it may
require? Do you want to take control over what you eat
and reduce your dependence on chemical-laden
commercial produce? If you've looked for answers to any
of the questions above before, then keep reading... In
this definitive guide to homesteading, Luke Smith shows
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fruits, vegetables, and herbs. Among the pages of
Backyard Homestead, you're going to discover: ? Cogent
reasons to start your own backyard homestead, no
matter where you live right now ? Foolproof tips to pick
the perfect spot in your home backyard to start your
garden ? Steps to help you set up your very first or next
backyard garden to ensure a healthy, bountiful yield ?
Strategies to help you maintain a healthy soil that is just
right for your plants ? Step-by-step instructions to build
and set up your own barn or convert a prefabricated
shed into a barn ? Everything you need to know about
efficiently raising healthy chickens, goat, cattle, and bees
in your backyard for fun and profit ? ...and much, much
more! It doesn't matter whether you're completely new to
homesteading or you're a seasoned farmer looking to
pick up new tips to help you better manage your garden
and flock, Backyard Homestead is a comprehensive
guide that is designed to help you confidently grow and
produce your own food. Ready to take your
homesteading skills to the next level? Scroll to the top of
this webpage and click the "Buy Now" button to get
started right away!
Provides information for city dwellers on achieving a selfsufficient lifestyle, covering such topics as growing food,
composting with worms, preserving and fermenting food,
and cleaning one's house without toxins.
Grow, raise, and store your own food with this simple
and easy guide to creating a self-sustaining farm right in
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you can
create your
very own
micro farm right in your
backyard—no matter where you live! Now you can
discover ways to grow, raise, and store your own food
year round whether you live in an urban environment, in
the suburbs, or out in the country. From raising chickens
and beekeeping to growing vegetables and planting fruit
trees, this guide to homesteading will help you become
more self-reliant in no time!
A beginner's guide to raising goats as productive pets,
offering guidance on choosing a breed, and discussing
housing, feeding, milking, making cheese, harvesting
cashmere, training goats for tricks or work, and related
topics.
A fresh, new guide to the backyard lifestyle The
homesteading movement is continuing to grow, as more
people are stepping up to have a hand in where their
food comes from. Whether you want to dabble or
immerse yourself completely in the do-it-yourself, back-tobasics lifestyle, Welcome to the Farm is a
comprehensive, fully illustrated guide to growing the very
best food right in your own backyard. Shaye Elliott takes
readers on a journey that teaches them how to harvest
baskets full of organic produce, milk a dairy cow (and
make butter), plant a homestead orchard, can jams and
jellies, and even raise chickens and bees. From her
experience running The Elliott Homestead, Shaye
provides all the how-to wisdom you need to know about:
The benefits of a home garden The basics of seed
starting Building your own greenhouse What belongs in
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free-change
chickens
Keeping
a dairy cow and what to
do with all the milk Raising animals for meat Making your
own cider and wine And so much more! Welcome to the
Farm is aimed to serve homesteaders and urban-farmers
alike, guiding them through the beginning stages of smallarea farming and utilizing whatever amount of space
they have available for optimal and delicious food
production.

Growing vegetables and raising livestock is only the
beginning of a successful homestead — that fresh
food goes to waste unless you can properly prepare,
cook, and preserve it. Andrea Chesman shows you
how to bridge the gap between field and table,
covering everything from curing meats and making
sausage to canning fruits and vegetables, milling
flour, working with sourdough, baking no-knead
breads, making braises and stews that can be
adapted to different cuts of meat, rendering lard and
tallow, pickling, making butter and cheese, making
yogurt, blanching vegetables for the freezer, making
jams and jellies, drying produce, and much more.
You’ll learn all the techniques you need to get the
most from homegrown foods, along with dozens of
simple and delicious recipes, most of which can be
adapted to use whatever you have available.
Originally published under the title: Country life: a
handbook for realists and dreamers.
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Projects for Building Your Backyard Homestead
provides details on how to build more than 40
projects to enhance readers' sustainable living. Even
if they are only moderately handy, they’ll discover
the tools and techniques for building their own
feeders, fences, and structures. In the process,
they’ll save money and have the satisfaction of
doing it themselves.
Self-sufficiency doesn't have to mean getting off the
grid entirely. That level of independence isn't
practical for most people. A backyard farm can
provide an abundance of inexpensive food as well as
additional income which can bring you real
independence. Whether you're a first-timer who
wants to start growing vegetables or an experienced
gardener looking to expand a small plot into a
minifarm, The Everything Backyard Farming Book
has all you need, from growing fruits and vegetables
to raising animals to preserving and storing food.
With this common-sense guide, you will be able to
take control of the food you eat - in an urban or
suburban setting.
This hardworking addition to the best-selling
Backyard Homestead series offers expert advice on
what tasks to do around your farm and when to do
them — no matter where on the planet you call home.
Author Ann Larkin Hansen sets the priorities for each
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the year (12 in all), Hansen provides an at-a-glance
to-do list along with tips and a more in-depth
discussion of key topics for the season. Easyreference charts, checklists, and record-keeping
sections help you keep track of it all.
Discusses site selection, propagation, soil, and pest
control, and offers advice on growing strawberries,
rhubarb, raspberries, blackberries, blueberries,
lingonberries, currants, grapes, and kiwifruit
Presents a guide to living a more self-sufficient
lifestyle by growing fruits and vegetables, raising
small livestock, and preserving foods.
Whether you live on a small suburban lot or have a
many acres in the country, this inspiring collection
will empower you to increase your self-sufficiently
and embrace a more independent lifestyle. A variety
of authors share their specialized knowledge and
provide practical instructions for basic country skills
like preserving vegetables, developing water
systems, keeping farm animals, and renovating
barns. From sharpening an axe to baking your own
bread, you’ll be amazed at the many ways learning
traditional skills can enrich your life.
Enjoy a weekend breakfast featuring eggs, bacon,
and honey from your own chickens, pigs, and bees,
or a holiday meal with your own heritage-breed
turkey as the main attraction. Gail Damerow covers
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producing delicious fresh milk, cheese, honey, eggs,
and meat. Even with just a small plot of land, you
can become more self-sufficient, save money, and
enjoy healthy, delicious animal products.
Put that spare PVC pipe to work with more than 50
inventive, step-by-step projects that yield tough and
durable storage, furniture, gardening, toys, and
much more, with The PVC Pipe Book. With a few
simple fittings, common home-improvement-store
PVC pipe can be treated much like building blocks.
Learn to engineer it in new ways for DIY projects that
prove useful indoors and outside. Whether you're a
homeowner, gardener, homesteader, prepper, or just
a parent looking for some new toy ideas, the projects
in The PVC Pipe Book give you plenty of options.
Step-by-step instructions, parts lists, and
photographs of completed projects make sure you
will have fun and love the results of your work.
Projects range from simple creations like chicken
feeders and waterers, to much more complex builds
like a rolling workshop table. Other projects include:
Practical creations include a step-stool, toy bin,
safety gate, and gardening caddy Fun, fanciful ideas
include a rocket launcher, water table, even soccer
goals Homestead projects include a pet washer,
chicken feeder, birdhouse, and hanging herb garden
For anyone who needs some insight and a few tips
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The companion to the bestseller Back to Basics for
country, urban, and suburban folks—now fully
updated! Who doesn’t want to shrink their carbon
footprint, save money, and eat homegrown food
whenever possible? Even readers who are very
much on the grid will embrace this large, fully
illustrated guide on the basics of living the good,
clean life. It’s written with country lovers in
mind—even those who currently live in the city.
Whether you live in the city, the suburbs, or even the
wilderness, there is plenty you can do to improve
your life from a green perspective. Got sunlight?
Start container gardening. With a few plants, fresh
tomato sauce is a real option with your own
homegrown fresh tomatoes. Reduce electricity use
by eating dinner by candlelight (using homemade
candles, of course). Learn to use rainwater to
augment water supplies. Make your own soap and
hand lotion. Consider keeping chickens for the eggs.
From what to eat to supporting sustainable
restaurants to avoiding dry cleaning, this book offers
information on anything a homesteader needs—and
more.
Twelve months to self-sufficiency! This fully updated
second edition of the popular Weekend
Homesteader series includes exciting, short projects
that you can use to dip your toes into the vast ocean
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weekend and would like to have fun while doing it,
these projects will be right up your alley, whether you
live on a forty-acre farm, a postage-stamp lawn in
suburbia, or a high rise. The April volume includes
the following projects: * Find room to homestead *
Survey your site * Plan your summer garden * Start
a no-till garden with a kill mulch The second edition
has been revised and expanded to match the
paperback, with extra photos and feedback from
weekend homesteaders just like you, plus
permaculture-related avenues for the more
advanced homesteader to explore.
Gardeners, small farmers, and outdoor living
enthusiasts will love this compilation of 76 rustic DIY
projects. From plant supports and clotheslines to a
chicken coop, a greenhouse, and a root cellar with
storage bins, most of the projects are suitable for
complete novices, and all use just basic tools and
easy-to-find materials. You’ll find techniques to build
whatever your outdoor world is missing, with
additional tips to live sustainably, happily, and
independently.
Backyard Farming: Home Harvesting is the ideal
resource for the new farmer looking to make the
most of his produce by preserving it for the future!
Providing a comprehensive guide for preparing and
preserving your hard-earned harvest, this book
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the perfect guide for beginners looking to extend the
benefits of their homestead's produce. Covering
every topic from selecting and maintaining the
resources needed to properly preserve your food, to
the various methods of preserving and how they are
done, to recipes and ideas for making the best use
of your preserved bounty, Backyard Farming: Home
Harvesting includes all that you need to know to get
the most out of your home harvest. Including timetested tips and tricks used by expert farmers, this
invaluable resource is a must-have for anyone
looking to enjoy the fruits of their labor year round!
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET STARTED.
Addressing all the important areas, from selecting
the ideal method for your crop, to knowing when and
why to preserve, to how long each method preserves
your food for, Backyard Farming: Home Harvesting
is the all-in-one guide for the first-time farmer at
harvest time. EASY TO FOLLOW, EASY TO
UNDERSTAND. Written in simple, informative
language, complete with numerous illustrations of
proper techniques and preserving set-ups, Backyard
Farming: Home Harvesting is written with new
farmers in mind. A GUIDE THAT EVERY
BACKYARD FARMER CAN USE. Whether your
backyard farm raises livestock or grows crops, there
is a method in this book to greatly extend your
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preserving are obvious! No farmer wants to have to
throw away their hard work, and Backyard Farming:
Home Harvesting is the perfect guide to ensuring
that no part of the harvest is wasted! The Backyard
Farming series offers easy-to-use guides to help firsttime farmers and homesteaders experience the
satisfaction that comes from producing their own
food. Rural areas with acres of land, suburban
neighborhoods with small backyards, or urban
environments with limited space--no matter what
your situation, these books are tailored to your
unique needs and resources. Each volume in this
series is dedicated to a particular topic in backyard
farming, whether you're planning to grow food for
your family or for sale at your local farmers market.
Featuring simple instructions and helpful illustrations,
the Backyard Farming series empowers you and
your family to enjoy the freshest ingredients
possible--direct from your own backyard!
Save yourself from more than half of the trouble
most beginning and advanced homesteaders have
to deal with. Homestead gardening has exploded
over the last few years. One in three US households
now gardens to provide food for their families. There
are a variety of reasons why people are getting into
gardening in such numbers. At the top of the list is
that you can ensure the quality and nutrition of their
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they're safe. Additionally, homestead gardening can
save you a lot of money. Did you know that for the
required purchases to garden, the average grower
experiences a return of investment of over 700 %?
Homesteaders also report a psychological
satisfaction that comes from working the land to
provide for their own food. If you have a garden or
are considering one, now is the perfect time to start
or take it to the next level. Optimizing your efforts
provides superb results that no grocery store could
ever compete with. It's also the start of a self-reliant
lifestyle because once you get proficient in
gardening for food, it has real economic benefits
both meeting actual needs and saving money. Are
you wondering if this kind of gardening will work in
your backyard? The answer is 100% yes, it will work
because there are plants and gardening techniques
that work for all sorts of living situations. All you need
is a basic understanding of particular plants and their
needs to make sure you can live a self-sufficient life
as a homesteader. In "The Backyard Homestead
Manual," you ?ll discover: A gardener's framework
for effective planning to ensure your harvest is
sufficient Different garden bed options to
accommodate your available space Straight-forward
ways to improve the quality of your soil Specialty
fruits and vegetables that grow in tricky
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throughout the winter 3 things you can't overlook if
Make Practical Outdoor Furniture
you want your plants to reliably grow New strategies
for getting rid of weeds that minimize your required
time and effort And much more. No matter if you are
new to homesteading or you are an established
farmer, "The Backyard Homestead Manual" meets
you wherever you are in your gardening process and
helps you to overcome the challenges you are facing
right now. Some people are resistant to starting
gardening or increasing its scope because of the
time commitment. While there are things you need to
do on a regular basis, the reality is that when you get
a solid system in place, most of the chores can be
done quickly and effectively so you can get on with
other parts of your day. If you want to increase your
homesteading skills and see the results in your
garden, scroll up and click the Add to Cart button.
Grow Something to Eat Year-Round is a light, bright new
gardening title with a big promise-it sets out to deliver
home-grown food from the plot, pot, freezer, or pantry
every day of the year. That's easy enough in the
summer, when kitchen gardens and allotments are
awash with peas, beans, leafy greens, and soft fruit, but
not so straightforward in midwinter, when the ground
may be frozen solid. Success lies in the planning, and
this book is written as a continuum, with sowing,
planting, and growing advice for each month to keep the
crops coming. There are also features on harvesting,
storing, freezing, and preserving crops to enjoy later in
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indoor seed sprouting, citrus
plants, and herbs in pots to help bring fresh tastes to the
table in winter. The result is a year-round manual for
productive kitchen gardeners, with plenty of growing
projects for raised beds and pots to allow smaller-scale
gardeners to take part.
The essential beginner's manual on living a greener,
healthier, and more self-sufficient lifestyle. Easy-to-follow
advice on planning, establishing, and maintaining a smallacre farm or a backyard garden. With step-by-step
instructions, photographs, and illustrations, this book is a
practical and comprehensive guide to living off the land.
In the ancient hills and misty hollows of Fayette County,
Pennsylvania, generations of locals have passed down
stories of a woman with mysterious magical powers.
People came from near and far to seek healing and
protection through her strange rituals. Some even
believed she could fly. Named Moll Derry and nicknamed
the Witch of the Monongahela, her legend has been
documented by writers and folklorists for more than two
hundred years. She is intertwined in many regional tales,
such as the Lost Children of the Alleghenies and Polly
Williams and the White Rocks. Author Thomas White
separates fact from fiction in the many versions of Moll
Derry and recounts Western Pennsylvania's folk magic
history along the way.
Put your wooded land to work! This comprehensive
manual shows you how to use your woodlands to
produce everything from wine and mushrooms to
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and other
key tools;
create pasture
and silvopasture for
livestock; prune and coppice trees to make fuel, fodder,
and furniture; build living fencing and shelters for
animals; grow fruit trees and berries in a woodland
orchard; make syrup from birch, walnut, or boxelder
trees; and much more. Whether your property is entirely
or only partly wooded, this is the guide you need to make
the best use of it.
Suggests organic methods for growing plants and raising
animals on a small plot of land, explains how to
determine the proper times for planting, and provides tips
for using and preserving food.
Provides details on how to build more than 40
projects--sheds, feeders, fences and other structures--to
enhance readers' sustainable living. Original.
If concerns about the environment and the health and
wellness of yourself and your family leave you longing to
make a change, start growing and preserving your own
organic foods. With the guidance found in The Modern
Homestead Garden, you'll discover how little land and
effort it takes to start growing healthy, nutritious food.
Modern homesteading is a lifestyle focused on living
lightly on the land and increasing self-sufficiency. It
doesn't matter whether "home" is 50 acres in the
country, a suburban corner lot, or an apartment in the
city; all you need is a desire to reduce your footprint on
the earth and live a more sustainable life. To be a
modern homesteader, you don't have to live off-grid and
you don't have to give up contemporary conveniences.
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In The Modern
Homestead Garden, author and YouTube gardening star
Gary Pilarchik of The Rusted Garden walks you step-bystep through the process of building a homestead
garden. From laying out the planting beds, nurturing the
soil, and starting seeds, straight through to cooking and
preserving the harvest, Gary serves as your warm and
accessible guide, no matter how large or how small your
homestead is. With the guidance found here, you'll move
at your own pace, learn, share, and enjoy the journey as
you slowly transform your home into an edible
landscape. Practical advice to site and build your very
first homestead garden Crop profiles to get you growing
quickly Cost-effective ways to source seeds and plants
The low-down on feeding plants in an earth-friendly way
Methods for preparing planting beds and containers Soil
prep advice every homesteader can use All natural
trouble-shooting solutions How to include berries, cane
fruits, vine crops, and fruit trees in your homestead plans
Food preservation advice that's easy and delicious
Modern homesteading is as much an attitude as it is an
action. It's not dependent on how much land you have or
even how much food you can grow; it's about cultivating
self-sufficiency and self-reliance, no matter its level.
Welcome to The Modern Homestead Garden.
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